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ABSTRACT 

From the past few years it is observed that globally there is a tendency to neglect the social sciences and basic 

sciences at the undergraduate and post graduate level. The once reputed, honored and respected courses are 

tremendously loosing their prominence in this market driven educational system.  To understand these tendencies, we 

took up a small survey in 15 undergraduate colleges in Tumakuru City and Random sampling method was adopted.       

The views of the students were collected and analyzed. The sample size was around 425.  To corroborate our above 

feeling, we had got substantial evidence. 

Objective of the Study 

 To analyze the reasons for the decline in social science and humanities subjects 

 To understand the reasons for the unassuming increase in students opting for commerce subjects 

 To understand the market driven conditions that influence the students in taking decisions 

 To analyze the reasons for the present crisis 

Hypothesis 

 It is believed that Arts, Social Sciences and Basic Sciences do not fetch job opportunities 

 They do not cater to the demands of the market 

 Subjects taught are not updated 

Methodology 

Survey method has been adopted for the study and information gathered through both primary and secondary 

data. Apart from collecting the information from the students, journals, books and articles are also referred to 

substantiate our study 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of ”Social sciences contribute to the task of improving upon our practical knowledge of an            

on-going social life”1 (James Bohman,). The very purpose of the study of social science was to understand the 
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society and as far as possible give probable solutions to it.  However with the emergence of post modernism this has been 

put to a great threat and a gap has been created at the academic level to opt for social sciences. “Post Modernism haunts 

social sciences today in a number of respects some plausible and some preposterous. Post modern approaches dispute the 

underlying assumption of mainstream social sciences and its research over the decades”2(P.M.Rosenau). “The Challenges 

postmodernism poses is endless. It rejects epistemological assumptions, refuses methodological conventions, resists 

knowledge claims, obscures all versions of truth and dismisses policy recommendations”3. (Rosenau). “They also focus on 

alternative discourse rather than goals, choices and behaviours, attitude and personality”.4 (Potter and Wetherell). 

Over the decades, in the country after the implementation of the LPG there is a shift in the tendencies in which 

society looks upon. The following study enumerates this aspect.  

Around 425 Respondents were given questionnaires and their feedback was taken. Out of this 266 were females 

and 159 were males.  

 
Figure 1 

Table 1 

Gender Representation 
 Frequency Percent 

Male 159 37.4 
Female 266 62.6 

Total 425 100.0 
 
Which Combination have you Chosen for Your Degree course? 

 
Figure 2 
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Table 2 

Q3 
 n % Valid % 

its because parents asked you 
to chose 34 8.0 8.1 

your peer group pressure 23 5.4 5.5 
intersting to learn 225 52.9 53.8 
different subjects are thought 87 20.5 20.8 
any other  reason 49 11.5 11.7 
Total 418 98.4 100.0 
System 7 1.6  

Total 425 100.0  
 

50.1% of students had opted for B.Com while 36.7% for B.A., 8.7% for B.Sc, and BBM 4.2%.  

Why Do You Think you Have Chosen this Combination? Is it Because You Thought 

 

Figure 3 

Table 3 

Q4 
 No % 

There is further scope for studying 125 29.4 
job opportunities 260 61.2 
You can study in any university in India 
and abroad 20 4.7 

or market driven tendency 20 4.7 
Total 425 100.0 

 
When asked about why they had chosen the subject, 61.2% said that it was because it could fetch them a job.  

What Has Attracted you to Choose the B.com Course 
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Figure 4 

Table 4 

Q13 
 N % Valid % 

its because parents asked you 
to chose 34 8.0 8.1 

your peer group pressure 23 5.4 5.5 
intersting to learn 225 52.9 53.8 
different subjects are thought 87 20.5 20.8 
any other  reason 49 11.5 11.7 
Total 418 98.4 100.0 
System 7 1.6  

Total 425 100.0  
 

When asked why they chose the B.Com course, the reply was it is interesting to learn (53.8%) while, 20.8% said 

different subjects were taught. 

How the B.Com Course is Helping You to Build up a Career 

 
Figure 5 

Table 5 

Q14 
 N % Valid % 

Different options to pursue HE 103 24.2 24.6 
there is a market demand for B.COM 104 24.5 24.9 
can take up either CA or M.COM/MCA/MSC 164 38.6 39.2 
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Table 5: Contd., 
any other reason 47 11.1 11.2 
Total 418 98.4 100.0 
System 7 1.6  
 425 100.0  

 
To a question on how the B.com course could help them in building up a career, out of the 24.6% valid answers, 

39.2% said they can take up higher education while 24.9% said there was a market demand for B.Com courses.  

Please Tell Me, Immediately after you Have Completed B.Com you Will be Placed in the Company? 

 
Figure 6 

Table 6 

Q15 
 N % Valid % 

Yes 253 59.5 60.8 
No 163 38.4 39.2 
Total 416 97.9 100.0 
System 9 2.1  

Total 425 100.0  
 

Again another strong reason for the students to take up B.com is employment opportunities. 61% said that they 

could get immediate employment after the completion of their graduation.  

Why Did You Not Choose Arts Subject, in Case You Are Not an Arts Student 

 
Figure 7 
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Table 7 

Q7 
 N % Valid % 

is the subject not attractive 68 16.0 16.6 
is it not your dream course 182 42.8 44.4 
is it out dated 23 5.4 5.6 
will it not help you in 
future 56 13.2 13.7 

any other 81 19.1 19.8 
Total 410 96.5 100.0 
System 15 3.5  

Total 425 100.0  
 

When again asked them why did they not choose the arts subjects, their reply was it was not their dream course 

(44.4%). Again out of 19/8% who said other reasons, the main reason was it will not fetch them job opportunities. Some 

others said that it was due to their parents’ decision they had opted out of Arts.  13.7 % said that it does not help in future.  

Please Specify Any One Strong Reason for you Not Choosing the Art Subject 

 

Figure 8 

Table 8 

Q9 
 n % Valid % 

lack of job opportunities 122 28.7 29.9 
no future 33 7.8 8.1 
does not attract to 
choose the course 59 13.9 14.5 

not interested 156 36.7 38.2 
any other reason 38 8.9 9.3 
Total 408 96.0 100.0 
System 17 4.0  

Total 425 100.0  
 

It was found that lack of interest in Arts (38.2%) and lack of job opportunities (29.9) were the two strong reasons 

which made the students to opt out of Arts subjects. 
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What Measures Do You Suggest to Rejuvenate the Arts Subjects 

 
Figure 9 

Table 9 

Q12 
 N % 

it should satisfy the market 
demands 53 12.5 

ensure jobs 87 20.5 
should incorporate globally 
challenging subject 73 17.2 

challenging and interesting 
subject 147 34.6 

any other reason 65 15.3 
Total 425 100.0 

 
When asked what measures would they suggest to rejuvenate the arts subjects, the responses we got were 34.6% 

said it should incorporate challenging and interesting subjects, 20.5% said it should ensure jobs and 17.2% said it should 

incorporate globally challenging subjects while 12.5% it should satisfy the market demands. 

Observations of the Study 

The study observed that: 

 While the B.Com courses were challenging, could fetch them immediate jobs and was interesting to learn, the 

same was lacking in the Arts. 

 The demands of the market were meted out by the B.Com while the social sciences though studies about the 

societies and their problems was unable to resolve many of the problems.  

Reasons for Decline in the Social Sciences 

 Language Barrier: Students who opt for Arts are generally of rural background and they have a language barrier 

which has become the greatest hurdle for them to study any subject.  

 The Syllabus: The syllabus that is framed is not changed for years and the same old topics are taught irrespective 

of the developments that take place globally. Hence there is a need to understand the pulse of the society and 

frame them accordingly.  
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 Lack of Initiative by Teachers: The teaching faculty need to update their knowledge by getting information from 

various sources and should make the classes interesting.  

 Limitations in the Research: The research that is undertaken is unable to give proper solutions to the problems 

of the society. 

 Lack of Financial Support in Academia: The colleges and universities are today lacking sufficient financial 

assistance to rejuvenate the arts and social science subjects. The World Bank has also recently reduced the funds 

initiate necessary steps in this direction.  

 Lack of Job Opportunities: One of the major limitations seen in the study also is the lack of job opportunities to 

students to come out with a graduation in Arts. The market driven forces today pose a big challenge to these 

youngsters and they become cynical to a certain extent.   

 
Figure 10 

Measures to be Taken 

 To Redefine the very basic concept relating to study of social sciences by not just restricting to formal  academic 

activity but by providing extensive contact with the community 

 To Restructure the syllabi that needs a comprehensive outlook 

 To Re-constitute the entire framework of social science approach.  

CONCLUSIONS 

As James Bohman has said, social sciences do not give us fixed and universal features of the social world, but 

rather contribute to the task of improving upon our practical knowledge of on-going social life. It is true that in some 

occasions and in some places, certain subjects contribute to the society but it is also true that social sciences gives us an 

overall understanding about the society and try to enlighten us by giving proper solutions at every stage. Hence in the 

present post-modern and post-globalised era, it needs to be redefined, restructured and reconstituted to achieve the above 

objectives. 
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